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Abstract

The Monitoring, Analysis, and Interpretation Tool Arse-
nal (MAITA) seeks to support rapid construction and em-
pirical reconfiguration of cyber defense monitoring systems
inside the opponent decision cycle through a set of mech-
anisms including a flexible infrastructure for distributed
monitoring processes and signal flows, a monitoring execu-
tive that coordinates resource allocation and systemic self-
monitoring, and a library of monitoring process types, event
descriptions, event recognition methods, alerting decision
models, and other forms of monitoring knowledge.

1. Introduction

Effective cyber defense requires substantial monitoring
capabilities to track the status of one’s own resources and
the activities of opponents and third parties. Effective mon-
itoring, in turn, demands the ability to apply correlative and
situational knowledge productively and the ability to adapt

rapidly to changing circumstances and threats.
Because cyber defense is a broad and adversarial process

that will involve many different kinds of knowledge, our ef-
fort is to construct a system that supports a broad framework
for monitoring activities, with the following characteristics:

� The monitoring system adapts its behavior based on
its assessment of circumstances, changing goals, and
learning from experience.

� The system innately couples monitoring to response, to
assure the integrity of the monitoring system, to make
it adaptive, and to support its users in an active defense
of the resources being attacked.

� Monitoring and response happen on a large range of
time scales, from the recognition of a port scan over a
period of seconds to much more subtle subversions that
can develop over weeks or months. Very short term ac-
tivities require complete planning or scripting prior to
execution, whereas longer-term actions permit incre-
mental planning in consultation with users and other
systems.



� We intend the system to support use by a human an-
alyst. This requires tailoring its knowledge, prefer-
ences, strategies, and visual aids to support such hu-
man use.

� Effective system management requires basing moni-
toring and response on explicit knowledge about the
situations being monitored, possible objectives of at-
tackers, consequences of various types of compromise,
etc. Such explicitness underlies the ability to trade
off competing goals when all are not simultaneously
achievable, to learn from experience, and to communi-
cate situations, observations, plans and results.

Knowledge enters into effective monitoring in correlat-
ing disparate flows of information. Some correlation knowl-
edge works positively in recognizing events of interest by
observing temporal trends and by putting together widely-
separated indicators of low-visibility events. Other correla-
tion knowledge works negatively to avoid false alarms by
checking observed trends against known correlates or con-
sequences. In addition to these types of knowledge about
the relationships among objective events, effective moni-
toring also requires use of knowledge about the subjective
preferences and utilities of alerts to recipients.

Addressing rapidly changing circumstances and threats
demands the ability to rapidly change the substance and or-
ganization of monitoring activities. Some changes may in-
volve specifying only new values for specific monitoring
parameters, such as timescales and thresholds. In altering
“infocon” levels, the parameter change may entail many
consequential alterations, some to other parameters, and
others to the organization of monitoring activities. More
generally, however, changed threats call for reorganizing
or augmenting monitoring activities to watch for events not
previously observed, or to expend additional resources and
attention to ensuring detection of specific events. Such reor-
ganizations may require adding additional monitoring pro-
cesses and resources to existing activities. Making such ad-
ditions within desired reaction times calls for a library of
monitor types that defenders can easily instantiate and con-
figure to meet the particular new demands.

Miscreants attempting to break into one site often repeat
their attacks at other sites. This provides a good example of
the problem of special or temporary concerns. A successful
or partially successful attack against one site may call for
alerting similar or related sites of the special characteristics
of the attack, since the attack may have involved several
events which mean little in themselves but which in retro-
spect appeared essential elements of the successful attack.
For example, a random request from an obscure Lilliputian
site might immediately precede a seemingly unrelated re-
quest from a Blefescucian site in the course of the attack
on a particular service. If the succumbing site can alert

its neighbors to this fact, the neighbors may repel similar
attacks by watching for this specific combination and tak-
ing appropriate ameliorating actions pending a longer term
solution to the vulnerability. The problem here is how to
rapidly modify monitoring systems in place to recognize ad-
ditional or specialized conditions and how to easily remove
these specialized additions as windows of opportunity close
or shift.

2 The MAITA system

The MAITA system (Monitoring, Analysis, and Inter-
pretation Tool Arsenal) seeks to provide the means to apply
and adapt monitoring knowledge to create and maintain ef-
fective monitoring systems. It provides a base architecture
for networks of distributed monitoring processes, a moni-
toring management executive for controlling the monitoring
network, a system health monitor for tracking the status of
the monitoring network itself, a system of graphical moni-
toring control panels to permit human operators to observe
monitoring results and control monitoring processes, and a
library of monitoring knowledge to facilitate reuse of mon-
itoring techniques and solutions.

The MAITA system incorporates several interrelated
subsystems and functionalities. Although implementation
of these distinct functionalities as separate processes may
prove warranted in the future, the current implementation
combines the system management executive and health
monitoring functionalities into a single process called the
“monitor of monitors”, or MOM.

We have not intended MAITA to operate as stand-alone
or self-contained system, but instead as a portion of the
monitoring infrastructure of a larger command and con-
trol system that incorporates a diverse set of sensors and
systems. MAITA provides computational mechanisms for
feeding outputs of existing systems through a network of
analytical processes and out to human and automated re-
cipients. Toward this end, it also provides programmatic
structures for wrapping existing systems and computational
methods to simplify some types of communication and
control. It does not provide mechanisms for any type of
response other than alert generation, though in work de-
scribed elsewhere, we use the MAITA mechanisms to in-
form probabilistic trust models that guide resource alloca-
tions aimed at minimizing the impact of system compro-
mises and degradation [25].

3. Monitoring network architecture

The central concept in the MAITA architecture is that of
a network of distributed monitoring processes, interacting
with and tracking an environment of distributed sensors and
processes.
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3.1. Signal flows

A typical monitoring process receives one or more “sig-
nals” or information streams from sensors or other moni-
toring processes, and generates streams of reports, alerts, or
transformed information.

Each monitoring process communicates information of
different types through its own process-specific sets of “in-
put” and “output” terminals. Each terminal transmits or re-
ceives a stream of reports of a certain type and meaning.
The architecture does not enforce any correspondence be-
tween monitoring signals and process terminals, in that a
monitoring network may transmit several signals simultane-
ously through the same process terminal, and may (in rare
cases) transmit the same signal to several terminals of a re-
cipient process.

Information flows through the monitoring network by
means of connections made between the terminals of moni-
toring processes. These connections represent a level of ab-
straction higher than that of internet connections, although
internet connections mediate most monitoring process con-
nections. In particular, reports flow through the network
by any of an open-ended set of standard communication
protocols, currently consisting of persistent ASCII charac-
ter streams and episodic HTTP connections, but eventually
to include SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol) mes-
sages, Java RMI (Java Remote Method Invocation), ODBC
(Open Database Connectivity), and encrypted versions of
these or other protocols. Designers choose which protocol
to use by considering the volume, regularity, and type of
the information being transmitted. One expects that regu-
lar and high-frequency transmissions go through persistent
stream connections, while intermittent and low-frequency
transmissions go on temporary HTTP or SMTP connec-
tions. MAITA decouples use of these protocols to trans-
mit information from particular types of content. Monitor-
ing processes can use HTTP, for example, to transmit plain
text content, HTML or XML content, or other alternatives.
Standard transmission options provided by the system allow
processes or users to request content structured in different
formats, as desired.

Each monitor type definition must describe the structure
of reports transmitted through its terminals. The structure
of these reports rests at a semantic level in terms of con-
cepts meaningful in terms of the information and operations
involved in the monitoring process. Each monitor type def-
inition also describes the structure of computational data-
type encodings of these reports in structured records called
packets (unrelated to internet packets). The MAITA system
itself provides automatic means for encoding the data types
defined by packets into the various communications proto-
cols supported by connections between MAITA terminals.

MAITA process terminals facilitate interconnection of

MAITA processes, but the architecture permits connection
of its own processes with external data sources or recip-
ients that lack the specific structure of MAITA terminals
as long as those data sources or recipients communicate
through one of a number of common protocols, such as
HTTP or socket-based streams. One may integrate legacy
processes more closely into the monitoring network by en-
closing them in wrappers to give them terminal functional-
ity of standard MAITA monitoring processes.

3.2. Processing

To produce its output signals, each monitoring process
performs some transformation, analysis or correlation of the
information received on its input terminals. Some processes
may perform stateless transforms of input signals, while
others may exploit process-specific memory, databases, or
environmental probes in performing transformation, analy-
sis, or correlation of the input signals.

The MAITA system provides for a wide range of types
of processing in two different forms: atomic processes, and
composite processes.

Atomic processes perform substantial computations
themselves. The MAITA library seeks to include some
common statistical and signal-processing processes of this
form. The library also includes event descriptions, which
one can combine with general event-recognition processes
to yield processes that seek to recognize particular types
of events. We say more about event recognition methods
below. The MAITA architecture includes wrapping code,
in Lisp, Java, and eventually other languages, with which
one can embed other computational elements, such as exist-
ing intrusion detection systems and sensors, in a monitoring
network.

Composite processes operate by delegation, feeding data
streams through a network of subprocesses, and thus repre-
sent an abstract form of the subnetwork that actually does
the work. We anticipate use of compilation methods to con-
vert some types of composite processes into atomic pro-
cesses when efficiency or privacy issues so dictate.

3.3. Control

One exercises control over monitor processes through
special bi-directional terminals called “control” terminals.
Each monitor process has exactly one control terminal
through which it receives and responds to commands from
human controllers, the monitoring management executive,
or other monitoring processes. The control API consists of
instructions falling into several categories, including pro-
cess status and information requests, connection establish-
ment and disestablishment requests, instructions to start,
stop, pause or resume processing inputs, instructions to
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change processing parameters, and instructions to update
control authorization information.

At present, control terminals communicate using the hy-
pertext transport protocol (HTTP), encoding each control
API command as an HTTP request. The requests include in-
structions on the form of the response desired, ranging from
no response, plain text response, HTML response, or sep-
arate HTTP communications. Future extensions may aug-
ment the structure of control terminals to permit the use of
the Java remote method invocation and CORBA protocols
as alternatives to HTTP.

The function of the monitor process is to respond to com-
mands on its control terminal, and, pursuant to those com-
mands, accept input items on its input terminals and gen-
erate output items on its output terminals. The process it-
self consists of a fluctuating set of computational threads
that perform the operations associated with its terminals and
connections.

3.4. System security

Effort in developing the MAITA system has initially fo-
cussed on realizing the essential structures useful in dis-
tributed monitoring. The architecture makes some provi-
sion of mechanisms aimed at increasing the security of the
monitoring system, but generally has been designed with
the expectation that it operates within the protection of more
serious security mechanisms.

The current MAITA implementation provides modest
security levels through use of a fairly standard Unix-like
scheme of user and group passwords and permissions. The
architecture also seeks to present a minimal target for
port-based attackers by establishing most of its data com-
munications through ephemeral listeners operating out of
randomly-assigned ports. Only the system management ex-
ecutive operates at publicized and stable locations. We ex-
pect to extend the current communication protocols to en-
crypted protocols in the future in order to further increase
system security.

For more serious efforts at system security, we have be-
gun exploring the notion of active trust management, in
which a portion of the monitoring effort is used to inform
a model of the trustworthiness and reliability of all system
elements, which in turn informs the decisions of the system
executive in allocating resources to monitoring tasks [25].

4. Monitoring control interface

Use of HTTP for transmission of control operations
facilitates system operation through web browsers, using
commands entered by hand or through multiple special-
ized web pages or applets. Such web-based control min-
imizes requirements for installing specialized software on

local machines. The main control panel provided consists
of a Java applet that provides a graphical representation of
the network of monitoring processes, as depicted in Figure
1. This applet provides means for performing standard con-
trol operations on the processes depicted, including calling
up process-specific control panels that provide means for
modifying the behavior of individual processes when the
processes have been designed to permit such runtime con-
trol.

5. Monitoring signal displays

Human analysts require the results of analyses to be pre-
sented in intelligible forms, such as graphs and charts that
convey the important information prominently without dilu-
tion by extraneous detail. The MAITA system presently em-
ploys several main display types following common forms,
but construction of optimized displays has not been a focus
of our effort.

MAITA provides multivariate strip charts (see Figure 2)
of selected streams that display the values of one or more
variables on a rectangular graph, with the displayed vari-
ables plotted vertically and time plotted horizontally. The
system can operate individual strips as well as combination
strips in which several individual strip charts are stacked
one on top of the other with a common temporal reference
on the horizontal axis. The system provides the ability to
create combination and multivariate strip charts by select-
ing various connections or terminals in the process network
diagram and then performing the appropriate control-menu
operation.

MAITA provides two-dimensional (2D) maps (see Fig-
ure 3) of variables plotted against each other that display
one or more paired variables, with one set of variables plot-
ted on the vertical, and another set plotted on the horizon-
tal. In a 2D map, time does not appear as a dimension of
the graph axes. Instead, the temporal window appears only
through the number of points plotted; as the temporal win-
dow moves, excessively old points are removed from the
display, and the new points are added.

Text alerts display sentences, phrases, or words that con-
stitute alerts to the user.

MAITA also supports combinations of these types. For
example, one might combine a strip chart with a text alert
that states the normality or abnormality of the stream con-
tents being displayed in the strip chart.

We expect to make future extensions that provide addi-
tional visual display types, as well as nonverbal audio and
synthesized speech alerts.
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Figure 1. A system control panel, depicting a simple network of monitoring processes. Each labeled
rectangle in the shaded area iconifies a monitoring process. Each peripheral square on the left
side of a process icon represents an input data terminal; squares on the right represent outputs
terminals. In the network depicted here, the Transducer process (upper left) streams TCPdump data
to the monitoring processes. The Abstract process (upper center) computes running averages of
signal levels by feeding its input stream through the subnetwork of three processes (center). The
Mom (lower left) exercises control over the overall system, and the TCPdump controller (lower left)
aids in constructing monitoring structures for TCPdump data streams. The rank of control buttons
to the right of the network display provide single-click operations on selected processes. The log
window at underneath the network display records operations and their results.

6. Monitoring management executive

The MAITA monitoring management executive serves to
schedule system management tasks, coordinate execution of
these tasks, and allocate resources to these tasks, all with the
guidance of human masters.

The present management executive consists of simple
mechanisms involving no special intelligence and requir-
ing human controllers to make some decisions. We expect
to supersede these simple mechanisms with more uniform
mechanisms that incorporate standard plan-execution sys-
tems that manage and carry out hierarchically-organized
agendas of tasks, accompanied by resource allocation
mechanisms using market-based and decision-theoretic
methods for obtaining efficient allocations [4]. In our work
on active trust management, we seek to exploit such mech-
anisms to base task execution and resource allocation on es-
timations of the trustworthiness and reliability of different
resources for different tasks [25, 6].

7. System health monitor

We use the term “monitor of monitors” or MOM to high-
light the functionality of tracking and maintaining the health
or proper operation of the monitoring system itself. The ini-
tial implementation of the MOM incorporates several differ-
ent mechanisms toward this end.

The first element of the basic health monitoring con-
sists of periodic checking of the status of monitoring pro-
cesses. In this element, the MOM sends status requests to
each monitor according to a process-specific schedule. Pro-
cesses responding with inappropriate responses, and non-
responsive processes, call for further action, either by the
MOM or by a human controller. The simplest type of action
consists of replacement of the ailing process with a new in-
stance and rerouting of the information flows away from the
ailing process to the replacement.

The second element of the basic health monitoring con-
sists of the ability of ailing processes to send distress mes-
sages or status warnings directly to the MOM apart from
the periodic status checks. The MOM, on receiving such
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Figure 2. A strip chart displaying several signals in a moving temporal window. The chart displays
volumes of various network traffic over time. The display imaged here omits indication of the signal
scales.

notices, can take corrective action.

The third element of the basic health monitoring consists
of provision of monitors called “grandMOMs” that serve to
track the health of the MOM itself. A grandMOM oper-
ates as a process itself under the management and protec-
tion of a MOM. A single MOM may manage several grand-
MOMs, and a single grandMOM may track the health of
several MOMs. Each grandMOM performs periodic status
checks of a MOM, just as a MOM does of it, and also re-
ceives reports from other processes of failure to establish
contact with or receive responses from a MOM. When one
of its MOMs fails, the grandMOM creates a new MOM (a
step-MOM) to manage the processes formerly managed by
the defunct MOM, and notifies these processes of the re-
placement of the defunct MOM by the step-MOM.

The fourth element of the basic health monitoring con-
sists of a persistent database recording the information
about all processes used by the MOM. When a MOM be-
gins operation, it goes through the database to verify the
accuracy of the information stored therein and correct the
information where necessary. This involves checking to see
that the monitoring processes listed in the database still exist

and respond properly to status queries, and that the connec-
tions between process terminals listed in the database still
exist.

Our work on active trust management seeks to improve
on these basic mechanisms with more elaborate evidentiary
models of the trustworthiness and functionality of monitor-
ing processes and monitoring resources.

8. Monitoring knowledge library

The MAITA system monitoring knowledge library sup-
ports construction of monitoring systems by facilitating cre-
ation of new instances of monitor types found useful in the
past. These monitor types include both individual moni-
toring process types and compound monitoring processes
containing subnetworks of monitoring processes.

While the library may contain many specific types of
monitoring processes, one of the most useful general pro-
cesses consists of an event recognition process based on
matching data streams against a “trend template” that char-
acterizes the temporal and qualitative structure of the type
of event in question in terms of relations between different
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Figure 3. A display plotting one signal against another, annotated with regions of safety and danger.
The regions depicted in this diagram serve only to illustrate the capability.

quantities and their changes over different temporal inter-
vals. We discuss trend templates in more detail shortly.

Another useful general process type consists of a filter
process that one specializes with an alerting model char-
acterizing the conditions under which alerts should be con-
veyed to different recipient classes. Alerting models encode
knowledge about the likelihood of different classes of alerts
or reports, time and other costs of transmission, utility to
different recipients or recipient classes, and legal or regu-
latory constraints and policies. The filter process uses this
information to make rational choices about who to tell what,
and when and how.

To aid in the construction of these trend-detection and
filtering processes, the library also contains sets of trend
templates and alerting models.

8.1. Event recognition

A trend template (TT), as introduced in the TrenDx sys-
tem [12, 11, 18, 15, 9], is an archetypal pattern of data vari-
ation in a related collection of data that serves as a char-
acterization of a type of event. For example, a particular
information security trend template might characterize an
event consisting of a port sweep followed by increased traf-
fic using some particular port to a small set of destinations
rarely seen before.

Each TT has a temporal component and a value com-
ponent. The temporal component includes landmark time

points and intervals. Landmark points represent signifi-
cant events in the lifetime of the monitored process. They
may be uncertain in time, and so are represented with time
ranges (min max) expressing the minimal and maximal
times between them. Intervals represent periods of the pro-
cess that are significant interpretation. Intervals consist of
begin and end points whose times are declared either as
offsets of the form (min max) from a landmark point, or
offsets of the form (min max) from another interval’s be-
gin or end point. The temporal representation is supported
by a temporal utility package (TUP) that propagates tem-
poral bound inferences among related points and intervals
[17, 16]. The value component characterizes constraints on
individual data values and propositions and on computed
trends in time-ordered data, and specifies constraints that
must hold among different data streams.

To illustrate the representation, Figure 4 presents por-
tions of a simplified trend template that describes a staged
takeover of an FTP site, in which intruders conduct a series
of probes aimed at cracking a user password, set up an FTP
site for transshipment of unauthorized materials, and then
publicize the existence of the site to others, who later begin
using the site more and more until the usage saturates the
capacity of the host. The trend template contains landmark
times (indicated by the :landmarks entry) corresponding
to initiation of probing, achievement of compromise, initi-
ation of transfers through the site, the point at which the
exploit saturates the capabilities of the site, and the current
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time. We omit constraints characterizing the probing and
latency intervals, but characterize the loading period as an
interval constrained to exhibit saturating FTP volume and
host load averages. The constraint definitions indicate the
parameters being constrained (e.g., FTP-VOLUME) and the
qualitative shape formed by the values of the parameter over
the interval. The shape model (s-curve (d1 +)), for
example, indicates an S-shaped curve connecting two lev-
els, with a positive first derivative in the middle section of
the s-curve, that is, an S-curve starting from a low level of
FTP volume and leveling off at a higher level. (A simpler
model might use a simple linear model (linear (d1
+)) instead of the s-curve.) Similarly, we characterize the
subsequent “continuing” period as an interval constrained
to exhibit continued exploitation at saturation levels. We
characterize these intervals as consecutive sequential phases
of the overall event. The temporal relations express lower
and upper bounds on the duration of intervals between time
points given in the first two elements of each four-element
list. Bounds of “0 0” indicate identification of two points.
The relations in this trend template do not bound the dura-
tion of probing, and require only small lower bounds on the
duration of latency and loading periods, but require longer
periods of continuing exploitation to rule out happenstance
temporary periods of saturation.

In matching a trend template to data, two tasks are car-
ried out simultaneously. First, the bounds on time intervals
mentioned in the TT are refined so that the data best fits
the TT. For example, a TT that looks for a linear rise in
a numeric parameter followed by its holding steady while
another parameter decays exponentially must find the (ap-
proximate) time boundary between these two conditions. Its
best estimate will minimize deviations from the constraints.
Second, an overall measure of the quality of fit is computed
from the deviations. The measures of quality that tells how
well various TTs fit the monitored data become either time-
varying signal or propositional outputs of the signal correla-
tors and trend detectors, and provide the appropriately pro-
cessed inputs for making monitoring decisions.

We believe that trend templates and associated match-
ing mechanisms provide an approach to event recognition
that goes beyond the capabilities standard signature and
anomaly methods and their direct combinations. See [5]
for an extended discussion.

8.2. Alerting models

The library of alerting models incorporates both extant
procedures for making alerting decisions and methods for
convenient specification of utility information. The medi-
cal informatics literature contains an unsystematic variety
of alerting procedures, with few tied to explicit notions of
utility (see, for example, [14, 13, 20, 22, 23]). We do not

(deftt FTP-TAKEOVER
:landmarks ’(initiation compromise

exploitation saturation now)
:intervals
((definterval PROBING

<omitted>)
(definterval LATENCY

<omitted> )
(definterval LOADING
:constraints
((defconstraint SATURATING-FTP

:parameters (FTP-VOLUME)
:model (s-curve (d1 +)))

(defconstraint SATURATING-LOAD
:parameters (LOAD-AVERAGE)
:model (s-curve (d1 +))) ))

(definterval CONTINUING
:constraints
((defconstraint SATURATED-FTP

:parameters (FTP-VOLUME)
:model (linear (d1 0)))

(defconstraint SATURATED-LOAD
:parameters (LOAD-AVERAGE)
:model (linear-curve (d1 0)))

)))
:relations
’((consecutive-phase probing

latency loading continuing)
(initiation (begin probing) 0 0)
(compromise (end probing) 0 0)
(exploitation (begin loading) 0 0)
(saturation (end loading) 0 0)
(now (end continuing) 0 0)
(compromise exploitation
(minutes 1) (days 1))

(exploitation saturation
(minutes 2) (days 1))

(saturation now
(minutes 10) (days 1)) ))

Figure 4. Excerpts from a simplified trend
template describing behavior characteristic
of compromise and exploitation of a FTP site.

know of any systematic approach to characterizing alerting
models in the intrusion detection literature. In the intru-
sion detection literature, simple threshold and procedural
mechanisms predominate. The EMERALD system [21, 27]
employs a sophisticated combination of these approaches.
It uses probabilistic models for quantifying degrees of cer-
tainty about the occurrence of some event, and permits one
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sensor to set the alerting thresholds of another. This method
appears to make information about alert utility implicit in
the probabilistic and sensor-interaction structures, and ap-
pears to make little provision for accommodating differing
alert utilities for different alert recipients.

Our ongoing construction of alerting models uses ex-
plicit utility models to develop a systematic collection of
alerting procedures that includes the ones already reported
in the literature. The representations here build on quali-
tative representations of utility information [28, 7, 29, 8],
including logical languages that can express generic pref-
erences (“prefer alerting by machine-synthesized telephone
calls to sending email through compromised networks”),
and that relate this notion of preference to the notion of
problem-solving or planning goals (interpreting goals as
conditions preferred to their opposites, other things be-
ing equal). We are developing utility models that com-
bine both qualitative preference information with approx-
imate numerical models of common utility structures (for
example, utility models that increase up to some time and
then drop off to model deadline goals, as in [10]), along
with automatic procedures for combining such information
into qualitative decision procedures and numerical multiat-
tribute utility functions suitable for quick evaluation of al-
ternatives.

Recognition of an event calls for deciding what to do
with that information: who to notify, when to notify them,
and how to notify them. Tailoring the methods used for
making alerting decisions constitutes a key method for mak-
ing the monitoring system responsive to individual analysts.
Most of the effort in guiding alerting decisions consists in
describing the utility of different results to different agents
in different situations.

Alerting decisions may in general depend on various fac-
tors, including the suspected target of the threat, the serious-
ness of loss or compromise of that target, and the likelihood
of success of the current attack. These decisions also de-
pend on the event being reported since analysts have priori-
ties among the conditions of interest to them, and normally
wish to hear about the most urgent and important items right
away, with the lesser items deferred for consideration later.
Alerting decisions depend on the recipient since different
analysts will have different interests, priorities, and tasks.
Alerting decisions may also depend on the sets of possible
recipients and media used to communicate alerts. For ex-
ample, unreliable transmission or receipt times may call for
copying alerts to backup recipients or through alternative
transmission media.

9. Experience

The focus of our development of the MAITA system lies
in monitoring tasks related to information assurance and

survivability, although we have also applied these methods
to datasets drawn from battlefield movement analysis and
clinical medicine. The MAITA trend detection methods
build on clinical trend detection explorations that demon-
strated the ability to recognize and differentiate competing
clinically significant trends in monitoring patients in inten-
sive care units and pediatric medicine [11, 3, 26]. In battle-
field movement detection, our methods identified both sig-
nificant large and low-visibility episodic movements [1].

In the computing security arena, the bulk of our explo-
ration to date has made use of TCPdump data from the Lin-
coln Laboratory intrusion detection evaluation data sets. We
are currently connecting our monitoring system to live data
streams from intrusion detection systems operating in local
networks within the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
and the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science.

Although we have obtained descriptions of various at-
tack signatures from intrusion detection systems, our lo-
cal monitoring focuses on interpreting the reports of IDSs
in terms of longer-term trends in traffic levels of various
services, as in the FTP-takeover event discussed above.
Signature-based detection methods serve to characterize
specific sequences, or classes of sequences of concrete
events that constitute intrusions, and anomaly-based detec-
tion methods serve to identify temporal intervals in which
things differ from expectations. The events one can char-
acterize using trend templates appear to go beyond the ca-
pabilities of standard signature and anomaly methods and
their simple combinations [5].

10. Related work

The MAITA architecture has significant similarities to
the architecture used in the EMERALD intrusion detection
system [21, 27]. The basic EMERALD system provides a
distributed set of monitoring processes or capabilities, orga-
nized hierarchically in a way that scales with the size of the
enclave being protected. EMERALD monitoring processes
have a standard form across all levels, one that combines
a set of rules with a set of statistical patterns, and incorpo-
rates a uniform method by which one process may subscribe
to the results of others. The MAITA architecture provides
similar capabilities, though allowing somewhat greater flex-
ibility and expressiveness in prescribing the operation of
the processes, and apparently allowing a more flexible set
of communication mechanisms. The EMERALD system is
engineered to provide basic protections for its own opera-
tions at all levels. In contrast, work on the MAITA system
has focussed on the structure and content of the monitoring
processes with the expectation of piggybacking on protec-
tions afforded by environmental system components.

The knowledge embodied by intrusion detection systems
tends to focus on fairly low levels of signals. In the EMER-
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ALD system, for example, rules tend to be simple and statis-
tical methods tend to be prominent at the lowest levels of the
monitoring hierarchy; at higher levels, rules become more
complex, while the contributions of statistical methods di-
minish. The main bodies of knowledge for rules concern
signature of varying degrees of complexity, but most rep-
resent fairly local considerations, rather than extended tem-
poral and statistical behaviors described in trend templates.
The statistical models may be constructed manually or con-
structed and adapted mechanically, but most are based on
fairly gross properties of the system being monitored. Our
work on MAITA looks also to developing methods for bas-
ing monitors on more complicated statistical and probabilis-
tic models, using Bayesian networks involving terms related
to concepts in the situation knowledge base, and exhibiting
situational dependence in which the probabilistic network
used may itself be changed as the situation changes.

Specific monitoring systems, as opposed to codifications
of libraries of knowledge for constructing monitoring sys-
tems, are well represented in the literature and in commer-
cial products. The most relevant work, other than our own,
on monitoring knowledge and methods appears in the liter-
ature on trend detection and “temporal abstraction”, espe-
cially in the work of Shahar [24] and Das [2] at Stanford.
These efforts focus on representing temporal relationships
and on methods for identifying patterns of temporal rela-
tionships as instances of more abstract events. This work
provides a good foundation for monitoring, but intelligent
monitoring and analysis involves more than just temporal
information. Structuring relevant sorts of non-temporal in-
formation, especially information about logical implication,
statistical correlations, and causation, is crucial, but lacking
in most abstraction-based treatments. Statistical trend de-
tection, on the other hand, does not adequately exploit the
constraints and structuring information that templates pro-
vide. Our representations for monitoring conditions seek to
integrate the best representations devised for each of these
separate types of knowledge.

The Guardian project [14, 13] at Stanford has developed
a highly dynamic programming environment for the con-
struction of very flexible monitoring systems. It puts very
strong emphasis on giving the system the ability to rea-
son, during the monitoring process, about the most appro-
priate data collection, interpretation and integration strate-
gies. It places correspondingly less emphasis on the ease
of constructing relatively simpler monitoring strategies be-
forehand, and has not developed detailed libraries of mon-
itoring modules to support easy assembly. Our work on
the MAITA system attempts to make explicit use of back-
ground knowledge about monitoring and about the domain
and monitoring task more at the time a monitoring process
is assembled and configured than dynamically during its ex-
ecution. We believe that this approach leads to more effi-

cient monitoring systems and greater ease of their develop-
ment and configuration.

Commercial technology for monitoring and control of-
fers good models of some of the capabilities we seek,
but does not offer the flexibility, modularity, or construc-
tion tools of interest here, so we have developed MAITA
without relying on such existing systems. The G2 system
[19] offered by Gensym Corporation provides an exam-
ple. This system provides a good base of the “object-level”
monitoring capabilities, namely the ability to accept inputs
from several types of sources, a library of single-signal
filters (linear extrapolation, fourier transforms, etc.), and
a knowledge-based reasoning component for constructing
multisignal analysis systems. While the library of single-
signal filters and the primitives of the multisignal analysis
language provide good starting points, they fail to cover
some important types of knowledge (probabilities, causal-
ity). More importantly, G2 provides only a programming
language, and not a structured library of procedures at vari-
ous levels of specificity. Finally, G2 is structured as a heavy-
weight, stand-alone application, and does not provide the
environment needed to support distributed efforts by multi-
ple collaborating analysts. In G2, adding a new process to
monitor some additional threat requires programming the
new recognition procedure (without library support) and
then recompiling and reinstalling the resulting overall mon-
itoring process. Distributed and collaborative monitoring
efforts instead demand the ability to toss a new monitoring
element into an ongoing process, as we have provided in the
MAITA system.

11. Conclusion

The monitoring process infrastructure, executive, self-
maintenance, and knowledge library provided in the
MAITA system constitutes a flexible set of mechanisms
with which to construct, operate, and adapt monitoring sys-
tems in information assurance and survivability applica-
tions.
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